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The Printing Press at the
Sun Yat Sen Nanyang Memorial Hall
By Anne H Perng
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When visitors pass through Gallery 4 of the Sun Yat Sen
Opening Chinese reading clubs and libraries formed
Nanyang Memorial Hall (SYSNMH), they cannot help but
part of Dr Sun’s outreach programme among the Chinese
notice the large printing press in the gallery. What they see
Diaspora, such as the United Chinese Library founded in
is a Letter Press Cylinder Printing Machine that is still in
1910 and still found today in Cantonment Road. These
working condition using movable type with foot pedals.
reading clubs extended the power of the printed word
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The printed word emerging from printing presses in the
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Pau, allowed the overseas Chinese community to discover
more about what was happening back in their ancestral
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within Nanyang, the old Chinese term for Southeast Asia.
Nanyang
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Because many such papers reprinted news from mainland
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these newspapers connected the Singaporean Chinese elite
with a global network of other progressive Chinese, some of
whom eventually supported Dr Sun.
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